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Life Balance / Wellness for 

Providers

Originally Created by Dr. Kevin Haughton, MD

Primary Care Section Chief, PMG Olympia, WA

Revised and Presented by Rosa Park, PHR

APP/Physician Recruiter, PS&D, Portland, OR

Goal

� Maximize resilience and patient safety

� Create a sustainable, flourishing career and a 

balanced functional lifestyle
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Objectives:

By the end, you will be able to:

1. List factors that put providers at risk for fatigue 

and burnout

2. Pick at least two tools to promote resilience in 

yourself

3. Imagine a strategy to see clinical work as less 

stressful.

Evolution of this talk

Evaluation of the patient with fatigue

Physical vs. Psychological Cause of Fatigue

A. A fencepost

B. Having a 0.1% blood alcohol level

C. 68-year-old former professional boxer

D. An electable politician

After 24 hours of wakefulness, cognitive 

function deteriorates to the equivalent of:

Fatigue
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After 24 hours of wakefulness, cognitive 

function deteriorates to the equivalent of 

A. A fencepost

B. Having a 0.1% blood alcohol level

C. 68 year old former professional boxer

D. An electable politician

Considered too unsafe to drive… 

but not to treat patients?!?

Sleep Myth: I only need four 

hours…
� 7-8 hours required for optimal performance

� Individual tolerance varies for effects from 

sleep loss, but we cannot accurately judge 

this ourselves

� Sleep debt must be paid 

The number one reason for 

stress and fatigue???

Poor balance 

between work and 

personal life
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Yerkes Stress-Performance Curve

Strategies to combat 

fatigue

Burnout 

Characterized by:

� Emotional exhaustion 

� Depersonalization

� Lack of personal accomplishment
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https://www.boundless.com/management/textbooks/boundless-management-textbook/organizational-
behavior-5/stress-in-organizations-43/consequences-of-stress-225-1007/

Symptoms of burnout and stress

Which of these needs your attention today?

1) Mind or Mental: creativity, continued education

2) Body or Physical: get enough sleep, eat right, exercise

3) Emotional: give and get enough love

4) Behavior: Spiritual, live with integrity, religious, deeply held 
values

Strategies to combat 

burnout

Strategies for 

stress reduction
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� Develop and nurture strong/supportive 
relationships
� Join professional organizations (OSPA, PTA, etc)

� Volunteer (Mission trip, food bank, animal shelter, etc)

� Get on a non-profit board

� Create personal and professional goals
� Life-long learning

� Healthy diet

� Use paid time off (vacation or stay-cation)

� Introspection and meditation

Strategies to 

build resilience

From fatigue to flourishing

� Fatigue � Burnout 

� Resilience � Flourishing

Flourishing
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http://w ww.youtube.com/w atch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc

Three key features to 

enjoying your job:

1. Autonomy

2. Mastery

3. Purpose

Gratitude journaling

There’s an app for that…

What do you do when things go 

right?

� Sharing good news

�Increases positive associations with the 

memory

� Shared positive events are more likely to be 

remembered

Gable SL, Reis HT, Impett EA, Asher ER. What do you do when things go right? The intrapersonal and interpersonal 

benefits of sharing positive events. J Pers Soc Psychol 2004;87(2):228-45.
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Memory building 

Take mental or actual photographs, or bring 
souvenirs from the experience to remind 

you of it

Happy cows make tasty milk

Grembrow ski, Managed care, physician job satisfaction, and the 

quality of primary care.  J Gen Intern Med.  2005;20:271-277

A well balanced Provider…

� Enhances patient confidence

� Enhances patient cooperation

Residency Training in Sweden

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfjbuGu
8Hj8

Children:

� Smile 300 to 400 times a day

� Laugh about 150 times a day
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What do you do to manage 

stress and avoid burnout?

What would you like to do next to help 

build your resilience?

Motivation & Effort

Ly ubomirsky, S., Dickerhoof, R., Boehm, J. K., & Sheldon, K. M. (2011). Becoming happier takes both a 

will and a proper way : An experimental longitudinal intervention to boost well-being. Emotion, 11(2), 391-
402.

� You must be highly motivated to improve your well-

being 

• “Skeptics need not apply!”

� Need to invest time and effort into practicing

• No short cuts

Come find me at the exhib it hall

And/or contact me: 
Rosa.Park@providence.org

503-203-0813


